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ABSTRACT
This paper shows the evolution of the European countries towards building knowledge economies,
acording to the Europe 2020 Strategy. Assuming that the 8 indicators from the 5 objectives of the
European Strategy have different national levels, they can accordingly show the state of
development of each country towards the attainment of the main targets. The research methodology
entails a Principal Component Analysis, further used as a starting point for a Cluster Analysis. The
main results show three groups of European countries, acording to their stage of becoming
knowledge economies. The results can also be used in order to show where each country stands and
what its strenghts and weaknesses are from the knowledge economy point of view. This study is also
relevant for anyone interested in a professional picture of how the main countries in Europe look
like nowadays from the new economic perspective.
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Principal Component Analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Europe 2020 is the strategy of the European Union for the assurance of a sustainable economical
future for the countries, by means of ‟ a growth that is: smart, through more effective investments
in education, research and innovation; sustainable, thanks to a decisive move towards a low-carbon
economy; and inclusive, with a strong emphasis on job creation and poverty reduction” (European
Commission, 2010). The objectives of the Strategy are well known and each country takes different
steps and measures in order to be able to attain the objectives, through the national targets which are
established for each country (European Commission, 2010). However, as far as we know, there is
no way of knowing which country is close and how close to the status of being a knowledge based
economy, there is no way of having a hierarchy or compare the progress that the countries are
making in this dirrection. Previous studies were made in order to measure such a progress, both at
national (Fucec and Marinescu, 2013) or microeconomical (Fucec, 2012; Fucec and Marinescu,
2013, Ceptureanu et. all, 2012) level, but things are evolving from year to year and we need to
know where do we stand at the moment.
One other purpose of this research is to help give us a clear picture of where each country
individually stands. The European Strategy has 5 objectives and 8 target indicators (European
Commission, 2012). An analysis on 8 levels would be very comprehensive and complex, this is
why, by means of such a research like the one we are presenting, we can see the position and the
evolving state of each country in a much more clearer way, by using maximum 2 indicators.
Before briefing the research methodology we approached, we present a short conceptual frame for
the knowledge based economy. The concept has been evolving since the last century and nowadays
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the researchers acknowledge that we are facing the third generation of knowledge management in
private companies (O'Dell and Hubert, 2011). Though it is common that the private sector evolves
at a faster pace than the public sector, since knowledge management is already a must in the private
companies (Bate and Robert, 2002), many steps have already been made at national at international
levels in order to seen and show the importance of knowledge as the key resource of this century
(Geisler and Wickramasinghe, 2009).
For this research, the basic data that we used was collected from the European Commission's
website for 27 EU member states, for the year 2012. The data refers to the values which each of the
countries submitted to the analysis registered at the 8 indicators of the Europe 2020 strategy
(Eurostat, 2012):
- Employment Rate (EmplR): expresses the employment rate in each country (%);
- Gross Expenditure on Research and Development (GERD): represents the percentage of
GDP spent on R&D (%);
- Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GrGE): expressed correlated to the value from the year 1990,
considered to have the value 100;
- Renewable Energy (RenEn): gives the share of renewable energy in the gross final energy
cnsumption (%);
- Primary oil consumption (TOE): a measure for the real energy comsumption, expressed in
‟ tones of oil equivalent”;
- Early Leavers from Education (ELvEd): percentage of population aged 18-24 leaving school
early ( %);
- Tertiary Education Attainment (TrEdA): percentage of population aged 30-34 with tertiary
education (%);
- People at Risk of Poversty or Social Exclusion (PrP/SE): expressed as a percentage from the
total population of the country (%).
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology which we approched is based on two sequences. First, we performed a
Principal Component Analysis on the data collected (Ruxanda, 2001; Smith, 2002), in order to
liberate our data from redundancy. We retain a number of maximum 2 indicators from this PCA,
indicators which are informationally clean, with no redundant data among it, and then we proceed
to the second sequence. The second sequence is a Cluster Analysis (Ruxanda, 2001), performed on
the two principal components we found in the first phase of the analysis. The result of the Cluster
Analysis will be groups of countries which are either similar or different from the point of view of
this analysis, which is seeing which country stands where as for as building the knowledge
economies is concerned.
3. MAIN RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
3.1. Principal Component Analysis
The first series of results comes from running a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the cases
we defined (the countries) and the variables that characterize them (the Europe 2020 Strategy
indicators). Two basic and relevant result come from here and they are (1) the eigenvalues of the
initial variables and (2) the factor matrix and (3) the principal scores matrix. The result are
presented and explained below, together with references to the principal scores matrix, as well.
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3.1.1. The eigenvalues of the variables
The eigenvalues of the initial information, and also the variance (Ruxanda, 2001), show us how
much information is still left in that indicator, after having ran the PCA. Practically, what we see in
the first row of the tabel, for instance, is that, by using only one indicator (eigenvalue 1) we retrieve
88.70% of the information initially expressed by all the 8 indicators of the European Strategy. We
consider this to be a great achivement, because we have 27 countries and 8 indicators to analyse,
and now we have narrowed it to 27 countries and only 1 indicator, with an insignificant information
loss of less than 12%. From this point on, a new research dirrection appears, as we can use this one
indicator, nominate it and use it for a hierarchisation of the countries, visible in a space of only one
dimension and not 8 dimensions, one for each variable, as it was before the PCA. Still, in order to
be more rigurous with the present research, we retain one more principal component for our further
analysis. As shown in Table 1, the first couple of eigenvalues have a cumulative procentage of
variance of 97.44%, which entails a 2.56% information loss for a bidimensional space for the
analysis, whish is much easier to comprehend and to express graphically.
Table 1. Eigenvalues of the original variables
Factor
1.

Eigenvalue

% Total Variance

Cumulative Eigenvalue

Cumulative %

21431.49

88.70220

21431.49

88.7022

2.

2110.92

8.73684

23542.41

97.4390

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

434.84
84.28
68.52
19.70
11.11
0.31

1.79975
0.34882
0.28359
0.08154
0.04598
0.00128

23977.25
24061.53
24130.05
24149.75
24160.86
24161.17

99.2388
99.5876
99.8712
99.9527
99.9987
100.0000

Source: the author, using the software tool Statistica 8
3.1.2. The Factor Matrix
The Factor Matrix, the second significant result for our analysis, serves the main purpose of giving
hints as how to scientifically name the factors we decided above to retain for the study, in order to
better grasp their meaning.
Table 2. The Factor Matrix
Variable
EmplR
GERD
GrGE
RenEn
TOE
ELvEd
TrEdA
PrP/SE

Factor 1 - ‟ Relevance Factor
”
0.094451
0.433996
0.952710
-0.135286
0.905832
0.229838
-0.224949
0.882777

Factor 2 - ‟ Unemployment
Rate”
-0,907264
-0.721658
-0.011292
-0.303082
-0.140976
0.667163
-0.311844
0.309088

Source: the author, using the software tool Statistica 8
Basically, this matrix shows the correlations between the variables and the principal components.
The matrix shows that the firts principal component is strongly pozitively correlated with the GrGE
indicator, but also with the TOE indicator. This says that the name for our factor should be
generally related with greenhouse gas emissions and the increase of energy consumption. Research
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in this domain (Pîrlogea and Cicea, 2012) shows that a high consumption of energy implies an
economically strong, well developed country. Therefore, since we desire a high value for our
indicator, a proper name to sugest it's meaning could be "Degree of development" or "Relevance
Factor", showing us how relevant is a certain country from the point of view of its greenhouse gas
emissions and its energy comsumption rates. The second principal component is strongly negatively
correlated with the EmplR indicator, so it is obvious that the factor is indeed the "Unemployment
Rate".
3.1.3. The Principal Scores Matrix
The Principal Scores Matrix is another result of the PCA which can lead to another approach of this
research, approach that is briefly suggested here and pursuited in another paper, not yet published.
Such an approch has been used before in several researches (Fucec, 2012) and involves creating an
aggreggate indicator, based on the contributions of each of the two new factors. This leads to one
aggreggate indicator, which entails the 97.44% of the information from the 8 initial variables. From
this point on, we can show a hierarchy of the cases we analysed (the countries), we can easily draw
new maps and graphically see how Europe looks like from the point of view of developing its
knowledge economies.
3.2. Cluster Analysis
After having decided to retain the two new factors for analysis, the "Relevance Factor" and the
"Unemployment Rate", we continue with the Cluster Analysis of these two principal components.
3.2.1. The Distance Matrix and the Amalgamation Schedule
The Distance Matrix is one of the first results of the Cluster Analysis and is the basis of the second
result which we will be explaining, the Amalgamation Schedule. The Distance Matrix shows all the
Manhattan distances between the countries submitted to the analysis and the Amalgamation
schedule actually puts the distances in an ascending scale, giving us a clear picture of how similar is
each country to the other ones, from the point of view of developing the knowledge economies. The
Matrix is as large as the number of the countries involved, it has 27 lines and 27 columns, therefore
it is hard to give it here in full, but in order to be able to proceed with the explanations we will
present a part of the matrix in the following figure (Figure 1).
For instance, the Manhattan distance between Lithuania and Bulgaria is 11, and between Denmark
and Germany it is 390. It is obvious, therefore, that the similarities between Lithuania and Bulgaria
are much more numerous than the ones between Denmark and Germany. It is highly likely that
Lithuania and Bulgaria are part of the same cluster, but the chances that Germany and Denmark are
in the same group are rather small. Taking a glance at this matrix allows us to assume that there are
countries which are a lot alike, but also countries with very different levels of constructed
knowledge economy. In the matrix, the distance 0 only appears only where we have the same
country on the same line or colomn. The next distance, the smallest one, is the one between
Romania and Great Britain (distance of 0.868). This means that these two countries are very similar
from the point of view of this cluster analysis, which is builing the knowledge economies, and the
two countries will join together in the programme and form the first cluster, which also marks the
beginning of the amalgamation schedule. Further on, the amalgamation schedule shows us how
each of the countries came together with the country or grup which is the closest to it (Figure 2).
The graphical result of this is the dendogram, which is explained further in the paper.
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Figure 1. The Distance Matrix

Source: the author, using the software tool Statistica 8
As seen in the picture and briefly explained above, Romania and Great Britain are the closest from
the point of view of the analysis, because 0.686 is the smallest distance in the Distance Matrix. This
means that they stand on similar positions from the point of view of accomplishing the objectives of
the Europe 2020 Strategy, considering the two indicators we found above. The second smallest
distance in the matrix is 2.238, the distance between Cyprus and Portugal. This means that the next
step in the amalgamation schedule is the joining of these two countries into a new cluster. The next
step is more interesting: the next smallest distance brings Austria into the cluster of Portugal and
Cyprus. This means that they are the three countries with the most similarities from the point of
view of evolving towards the knowledge economy.
Figure 2. The Amalgamation Schedule

Source: the author, using the software tool Statistica 8
Further on, the Netherlands and Slovenia form a new cluster (because the distance among them is
3.967) and another new cluster is formed between Greece and Latvia (distanced by 4.812). France
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joins in the last cluster and then comes another interesting step in the amalgamation schedule: two
former clusters join together. This is how the amalgamation schedule proceeds, by sideing together
each small cluster to another cluster which is close (similar) to it. This way, from the initial 27
single clusters (each country was one cluster at the beginning), the countries join in clusters, based
on their similarities and in the end we reach only one final cluster. With each step of the
amalgamation schedule, the number of clusters decreases, because each country form or join a
formerly created cluster, based on the minumum Manhattan distance. The next phase is to closely
look at this amalagamation schedule and then separte the most different clusters, so as to have
significant different groups of countries. This is where the dendogram comes in and is explined in
the next paragraph.
3.2.2. The Horizontal hierarchical tree plot (dendogram)
By this point of the analysis, the Manhattan distances showed us how to group the countries along
the amalgamation schedule. The horizonthal hierarchical plot is a picture of the amalgamation
schedule and by looking at the picture above we can say which are the clusters that we are looking
for. In Figure 3, we can observe 3 clusters, based on the accomplishment of the objectives of the
European strategy:
- Cluster 1: Belgium, Czech Republic, Ireland, Spain, Finland, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Grecee,
Latvia, France, Romania, Great Britain, Estonia;
- Cluster 2: Cyprus, Portugal, Austria, Netherlands, Slovenia, Poland, Denmark, Slovakia;
- Cluster 3: Luxembourg, Sweden, Malta, Italy, Hungary, Germany.
Figure 3. The Dendogram

Source: the author, using the software tool Statistica 8
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Due to this specific working methodology, the clustering of these countries is in the eye of the
researcher (Estivill-Castro, 2002), just like a business opportunity exists only in the eye of the
entrepreneur (Nicolescu and Nicolescu, 2008). We could have, for example, chosen to separate
Germany from any other cluster, because of the big distance between it and all the other countries,
but this would not have been relevant for our research. We could also have chosen to join two of
the clusters and only have two final clusters for the analysis, as a second option. Still, for the
purpose of the analysis, we consider it more relevant to retain three clusters, in order to be able to
illustrate the traits of these groups.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Using the research methodology which we presented here gave us the following important results:
first, we found two principal components (the degree of development and the unemployment rate)
which are nonredundant and which hold a percentage of 97.44% of the information from the 8
initial target indicators of the Europe 2020 Strategy. This gives us hints on which indicator is more
important and shows each country, according to the values that they have for the indicators, how to
emphasis their development so that they are both efficient and effective. Secondly, we used this
"clean" indicators and divided the countries in 3 groups, according to how their development of
knowledge economies is going. By knowing in which group you stand as a country, it becomes easy
to share best practices with the other countries in your group, to compare situations and find
practical and applicable solutions from the countries in more evolved groups.
Of course, further research options are open, so as to find the specificity of each cluster, by
deepening the analysis of the development rate of each country and also the unemployment rate.
The main flaw of this research is that it analysis the previous situation, the current one and gives
recommandations for the following years, but the changes in the countries are constant and appear
every year, this is why such a research must be performed annually so that the solutions can always
be ajusted to the local realities of each country.
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